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Т. Doftnezky: Strong coupNng analogue of the Bom series. KFK11969 63/A 

ABSTRACT 

m a given partial wave, the strength of the centrifugal term to be incorporated into the WKBA 
solutions in dWferent spatial regions can be adjusted so as to make the first order wave functions 
everywhere smooth and. In strong coupling, exactly reproduce Quantum Mechanics throughout the 
space. The relevant higher order approximations supply an absolute convergent series expansion 
of the exact scattering state. 

Т. Долински: Сильносвязанный аналог серии Борна. KFKI-1989-53/A 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Принимая силу центробежного члена свободным параметром, путем итерации 
квазиклассического приближения разложение точной волновой функции рассеяния 
можно привести к сходящемуся ряду. В случае сильной связи ряд сокращается 
до одного члена. 

DoNnezky Т.: A Born sorok anatogonja erős csatolások esetén. KFK11989-63/A 

KIVONAT 

A centrifugális tag erősségei szabad paraméternek tekintve, a kvázlklasszlkus Közelítés 
Iteráláea útján az egzakt szórási hullámfüggvény konvergens sorfejtését állíthatjuk екУ Eros csatolás 
esetén a sor egyetlen taggá redukálódik. 
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1. Introduction 

The standard WKB approach (WKBA) to the scat
tering theory of Quantum Mechanics (QM) relies on pairs 
of analytically introduced wave functions the character of 
which changes from the exponential to the trigonometric type 
and vice versa each time ve crocs n classical turning point 
(ip) . In particular, such a pair fcT~ (+) of functions 

reads inside the nearest TP for scattering of a spinless 
particle of energy к by the potential в 1 »(**) in the 
partial wave of index 4 the following flj 

(i.i) 

where 
^ м н «Sb-^Mw, i+ 

(i.2) < W = 1 ^ - f V M - ^ 
and, at one*8 disposal, 

д* = 

(yet the former alternative preferred) t while the de
finition of the nearest IP at + » к is eiven by 

Within the region indicated, the functions v. are 
considered to reproduce a pair of solutions of QM, under 
certain extreme conditions exactly, otherwise approximately. 
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The circumstances under which WKBA is expected to work best 
can easily be extracted from the Schroedinger type of dif
ferential equation solved by both tJ» t-f) and V (*yy of 
eq.(l.l) *nd governed by the potentiol term [2J 

The r.h.s. of this equation consists of the physical poten
tial plus nn v("ÍJ , (tf —b°°]f contribution, on occount 
of which WKBA should become exnet in strong; coupling, Pt 
least inside the nearest TP. 

How to push г«/1" trf) ncross the singularity of 
at the ТГ [see eq. (1.4)J, is just the Connection 

Problem. By insisting on the form (l.5) of the WKBA poten
tial, solutions of the trigonometric type can be introduced 
beyond the TP, such superpositions of v/hich should be found 
that correctly ^oin to the inner solutions %}~ (*) .The 
only reasonable interpretation of the term »correctly* is 
obviously that the overall ["t" - О -»<*J solution should re-
produce exactly £ е , Е # f o r Й"*0*} о г approximately [e.g. 
for large о J inside and beyond the TP one end the same 
(ffi wove function. In QM, in turn, self-identity of a solu
tion is ensured by its overall smoothness, a property that 
is automatic whenever »(^' is continuous and can be 
extra postulated if the potential though developing some 
dumps remains bounded throughout. In WKBA, however, the 
potential w^C-A/ of eq. (l.J?) ie singular at Vsr K.̂  . 
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Hence, the smoothness postulate is here necessarily frustra
ted and ought to be substituted for by some virtually equi
valent claim. How this issue has been dealt with by diffe
rent semiclassical approaches is briefly outlined Just below. 

The standard treatment of the Connection Problem, 
the linear-turning-point approach (ЬТГЛ) combines the WKBA 
formalism near the TP with QH, whereby one realizes smooth
ness at two matching points (MP's) , one token inside, 
the other bejond the singularity. Yet, proper selection of 
the MP*s is rather problematic. The nearer we put them to 
the TP the less realistic values of the WKBA enter the ar
gument. The farther we set them the less reliable will be 
there our knowledge of the exact solution. What is more, 
however sophisticated our choice nay be it still cannot heal 
an additional weakness of LTPA, namely its failing to si
multaneously reproduce the physical behaviour for *f -* 0 

and *f -* О © . Whichever of the alternatives of eq.(l.J^ 
is chosen for Л , (J, +/£) or 4(4 +i) , the poten
tials of QM and WKBA differ by the dominant term А/(Ч<Г1) 

either for + -> -o or ^ 4 0 , respectively, as is 
straightforward to extract from eq.(l.5). 

The recently proposed [ъ\ double-centrifugal 
«strength approach (DÓSA) goes beyond the standard WKBA 
and succeeds in solving the Connection Problem in such a 
way that the relevant wave functions do become compatible 
with QM simultaneously tor * -> 0 and «f -+ ©• .The 

clue to doing this rests in incorporating into the forma' 
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lism both candidates of the centrifugal strength , A ^ яп<1 
A, of eq.(l.3), working therefore with v. pair of TP*s, 
K-<x and "^ . The crucial point is that for de

creasing (repulsive) potentials «^ is always smaller thr.n 
K a . In consequence, any point К of the interval 

^— ("g., %.) divides the space into two regions, I 
ond I, ; so that •*•/x, contains ^^. [observe the 
indicesj while X^. contains K ^ . Therefore, the- in
ner solutions V ^ (-/ / implying tne strength Д д do 
not develop singularities in 1д, nor do it the external 
solutions tf. of the strength л. in the 
interval !(. . Smooth joining, at H" = К of the solu-
tions V ^ (̂ ' to adequate superpositions of W / (**"' 
yield* smooth WKBA wave functions of correct physical be
haviour both at the smallest and largest distances. 

The present paper is meant to be a sacralization of 
JDCSA of ref ./3]. What is common in both methods is the 
presence of more than one strength of the centrifugal 
terms. What will be new here is, on the one hand, the in
clusion of potentials that while being still repulsive 
near the origin yet develop an attractive tail. On the other 
hand, while ref.fs] has been restricted to 1st order 
WKBA /the prese nt considerations introduce higher order 
approximations to finally generate for the exact QM 
scattering wave function an infinite series expansion 
the convergence and truncation problem of which will also 
be examined in detail. 
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2» Redefining concepts of standard V/KBA 

The LTPA of the WKBA divides the space into do
mains in terms of the classical turning points and works 
then in all of them with the sane centrifugal 
term. The decomposition of the space in the present ap
proach is done, in turn, by means of the zeros of the 
physical potential and certain unperturbed turning points . 
and each of the new intervals will be supplied by adequa
tely chosen centrifugal strength .The new system of inter
vals will be specified in this section. 

The conditions imposed on the potentials < to 
be included in the discussions are the ones usual in the 
scattering theory of QK. In addition, we postulate that 

should be smooth and subject to the following re
quirements : 

(га) £*vwj -, ( + o), [+-»ob 
and 

(2.2) W(*)l -» (" 0 )' I * * - 1 ' 
as well as 

(2.5) vw-o,- v(*)+ o, U f * j • 
Thus the potential is repulsive in the region *ts[Of%) and 
attractive beyond, unperturbed TP's are defined i n f » ^ and 
via A* and %i of eq. Cl.j) by putting 
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vhencc 

(2.5) *- C * • 

We d i s t i ngu i sh 3 types of s ca t t e r i ng problems depending 

on whether 

<*. ^ < * < /Я/ , 

( 2 - 6 ) A / 

Г. г < fr <. /to • 
The axis "Л = ((?,<*>) is divided into intervals I , pr)t = ii,M/ 
with running coordinates "s^ ns implied in the inequalities 

(8.7) </«., £ *» < < L 
and with end points ^Л^^, specified in Tnble 1 for the 
types o^ through у of problems, separately. 

Owing to eqs.(2.3)> the potential has within 
each of the intervals 1 ^ n unique sign, 

(2.6) (̂  «. ŷov W ^ ) / 
by virtue of the single zero £• of beinc in
cluded in er:ch list of the endpoints, see Tnble 1. 

The character of the basis functions, should de
pend, by definition, on the local sign of the potential ns 
follows 

(2.9n) * 

and 
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The functions involved ore unspecified for the time 
being. It is strnichtforwnrd to colculnte the Wronskifns 
(2-lo> Гг 

the •»*- independence of vhich ?lre«dy suggests that the 
functions (2.9) of £iven -ftv nny colve both the some 
2nd order differential equation. Indeed, 

(г.11) 

v/here 

a n . £ JL (álL)* - -L_L_ Ä . 

Notice that eqs.(2.1l) work independently of the defini

tion of . Yet, henceforward we shall work with 

the choice 

involving rtill the unspecified pprpmetere A , Ench 
<»n 
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of the equations 

has, in general, о set of (real) roots some of which may 
fall onto the actual .interval J ^ . The points Х„^ь, ore, 
in fact, the TP*s , candidates for causing sinsularities 
of the relevant basis functions of eq.(2.9)« Appearance of 
active singularities can be avoided if we work with the 

functions iJ^ • (+) exclusively in the interval Ji.tm. nn& 

this X/wj, contains none of the TF's 
Appropriate choice of the free parameters л will satis» 
fy this claim. 

Incorporate eq.(2.13) into eq.(2.1l) and obtain 
after rearrangement the Schroedincer type differential 
equation 

with the -WKTJA potential 
(2.16) у л ( * ) 9 <fVM "I" bJ^i 
where is the residual interaction in 1 ^ »ex
pressed via oq.(2.12 } as 

Overall potential and overall residual interaction ie in
troduced by putting 
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QM8) VW - \jj*h [<L i t ^J i 

l /M - i1 V Í*) + л Ы • 
Observe that both and develop jumps at 
*f" s А « . « whenever our future choice of A will be 
different in the intervals 1.^. and J^ , see eq.(2.13) 

In terms of , ял overall WKBA diffe
rential equation can PIDO Ъс set up as follows 

fc.M) [JL + il -\ju) - *!&>\*(+) = 0, 

each solution of which can conveniently be labelled by the pa
rameters that specify the solution in T. , and can also 

л 
be constructed in the rest of the intervals T as su-
perpositions of the relevant basis '^mjC'fK Г}*1, ̂ J-
An example of the notation is given here 

V 4 W » ^ v., (,) + A ^ ^ ) , М„_, w < d J • 
Notice that the 'propagation' of the constants A ~ • from 
interval to interval should be prescribed by some ad
equate principle. 

We are also interested in the behaviour of the 
residual interaction under extreme conditions. It is straight
forward to extract from the definitions (2.18), (2.17) 
end (2.12) that 



I 
* l 

t c 
- l o t -

t 

(г.а) 
Д U) - f \*-i(M)-iJ ^ + i« ft*- f VfoJ, [* *cj ; 

where 

8о mach about definitions and notation. 

7 
3. Physics postulates specify free paramétere 

In exact QM the scattering problem under discussion 
is governed by the Schroedinger equation 

Xtecall that after sect. 2 we .left with the sets km 

and A ^ | ' of unspecified parameters. We seek the 
beet choice of them so as to bring the differential equa
tions of WKBA and QM, eqs.(2.19) and (3.U, as close to-
bether as possible .To this end we raise by physics a set 
of postulates listed below. Hence the present 'variable 
centrifugal-strength* approach to WKBA will be referred to 
by the abbreviation VCSA. She postulates [PlJ through 
QP6j read -as follows : 
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[fl] VCSA should reproduce the QK*8 small-distnnce behaviour 

of the physical and nonphysicol solutions «respectively. 

(P2J VCSA should reproduce the QM*s large-distance behaviour 

^i^) -* A, J« ft-/) + V / 4 ( W /ft**)* ••// 
(observe the same index on both sides) . 

(P5j VCSA should be Governed by a potential l/(<|» *) that 
remains free from singularities at any fixed 
value of 4 , just as QM is. 

£p*] The VCSA» s potential l/i<J i *' should reproduce the 
QM's <^V(-r) at least to Qlf),ly-+~1. 

fP5j The residual interaction [fty*) - ^ f ' * V s h o u l d 
be minimized at each fixed it so far a* is still 
compatible v/ith above postulates, e.g. £P3/» 

|3?6j The VCSA's wave functions V"t"^) should be 
everywhere smooth, just as in QM are. 

The propositions for selecting the values of the 
free parameters to meet postulates frlj through £P6/ are 
collected in Table 2 and eq.(3.2) ,-(3.3J. 

We extract from eqs.(2.2o) that 
(j.2) A;, =T A-„ = * , A* 4 - A;, - о • 

Our proposition for the coefficients A* . is implied in 
the iteration scheme 
(3.3) л* ш±1]Т1 W ;v I .Д* 
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where the Have functions contained in the arguments of 
the tfronskians are to be token from eqs.(2.9)» 

We яге Roinc now to check performance of our 
proposition?; in satisfying the postulates listed above. 

[PlJ - Table 2 sucposts %4 - Д а for ell the 
types «( through о of scattering , a choice 
that yields by eqs.(2.1S), (2-1К (2.21) r»nd (1.3) tlint 

It is obvious that this property ensures, indeed, QM-com-
patible small-distance behaviour and should bo compared to 
its QM's analoge (2.1), Reinforced is this satement by 
incorporating the above value of \ into eq.(2.9a) • 
After some calculation one obtains that 

Por the details of the derivation we refer to ref.(*2j • 

fP2j - Insertion of XM
 e A , of Table 2 (notice 

the index on the l.h. side) for problems of types o( through 
f furnishnr, by eqe. (2.18), (2.2), (2.2l) and (l.J) thot 

^ [+lV(*)]-> o, [**-]-. 
This property is, just as its QM analogue (2£); sufficient 
for the QM-compotible large-distance behaviour to hold. 
Moreover, the above value of *•& provides by eqs. 
(2.2o) and (2.9b) tho phase shift of the VCSA an 
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£*,-(<**>* -Í**Í4M 
(5.7; 

where 

(5-8) fc At,, . 

For comparison, we reproduce here the analogous formula of 

the 1ЛТА as 
00 

J4rM 

Observe that fß,(0 and ** involved here depevd on 
the centrifugal strencth А л •(?*&) while the VCSA*s 
phase shift of eq. (3.7) involves X. " V * 0 * 

[P3] - The entire formalism is, by eqs.(2.9) and 
(2.12) , singularity free whenever 

i,e. if the TP*s lie off the respective intervals I m . 
We introduce the notation 

Thus, fP3j is fulfilled if none of •«; 'if curves If"** 
crosses *J W*/» in Z*, / /*** '/•&, *ff» Therefore, we 
conclude from Pigs. 1-3 that 
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condition (5.1o) is indeed realized by the choice of Лщ, 
contained in Table 2. Observe olso that, in ench cose, e 
single, «L -independent value of И ^ works for all 
possible values of the couplingconstant. This experience 
is, in fact, л crucial point of our argument to come. 

[Vb] - A simple comparison of eqs.(2.18) and (2.2l) 
shows that but two isolated points, the origin V" « 0 
and 1" =• 5?,i.e. the zero of the physical potential, the 
postulate of strong-coupling; exactness is everywhere ful
filled. At the origin this property breaks down by the do-
•linonce of the centrifugal term. At ^'» Jfc , the physi-
eel and WKBA potentials differ^ by an VI q * , £а -*оо] term. 

[P5] - The values of \ 4 and A^ that are ex
clusively acceptable from the physical point of view have 
«li/rtttdy been uniquely fixed by postulates [Pi] and £F2j • 

The postulate of optimum choice of * m concerns therefore 

only the case ^ « 1 , type /b and 0 of 

scattering. In these cases the single free parameter in 

finding optimum is, by Table 2, I . Also, since we are 

primarily interested in strong coupling it is convenient 

to consider the limiting formula obtained by eqs. (2.21)-(2.22/. 

as 

Particular ly oimple is optimization if, throughout the 

interval I x ; the centrifueal contribution dominates the 

JÖ** - term £see eq. (2.22)/, i.e. if 
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ÍM!) *? \ *-ь)\ Ф; -# • 
If so then one write by eq. (3.12) that 

On the other hend, eqs. (2.4)-(2.f>), tOGether with Table 2, 
imply that for the two types of scattering considered here 

Since & " % И of eq.(2.22jis independent of £ , eqs. (3.12) 
and (3.1'*)- (3.15) combine to yield 

4 t * О -* OD 

Thus, whenever condition (ЗЛЗ) holds throughout I , opti
mum of A ia attained by infinitesimal values of 6 
for both types p and #• of scattering problems. Con
sider also Pics.2-3. 

JP6J - It is straightforward to check that eqs. (З.З) 
«re Just the formulae of smooth mctching of V ^ C ^ ) and 
V*i<w#-f) of eqs.(2.2o) at ^."«J*»* ^ + i . Thus 
the set f**j of eqs. (3.3) ensures, indeed, overall smooth
ness of the solutionr, V " plexus the entire *f" - ах*б. 
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Mote that eqs^.jj have been derived with due regard 
to. eq.(2.1o). Recall that the overall VCSA potential VfCf) 
is discontinuous at the endpoints of the intervals X • 
Nevertheless, smoothness of the solutions V i*?) is 
sufficient for their Wronskian to remain constant along 
the entire -f- axis.: 

the numerical value of which has been taken from applying 
eq.(2.1o) for the case 4*Uz j 

b. Series expansion of the exact scattering state 

In this section we shall set up an integral equa
tion for the exact scattering wove function in terms of 
the VCSA scattering problem as a reference system* By ite
ration, the integral equation generates a series the con
vergence of which wiil also be studied* 

The Volterra type integral equatioi^reads by eqs* 
(2*13), (5*1> and (2.19) 

0 
with the resolvent normalised by eq*(?*17) as 
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4* 

Ihat the possible solution of eq. (4.l) will, indeed» 
supply the physical scattering state is warranted by the 
small"distance behaviour of the inhomogeneous term as 
contained in eq.(3.5)* The iteration scheme for solving 
eq.(4.l) is obviously the following 

J*\+) S jjiS 3CS) АСт! u*%'), [*г<1 
Ö 

The r.h. side is decomposed into the contributions of the 
single intervals Г ^ PS 

A«« ^-« 

where we used the notation 

Übe coefficients involvetfire obtained by means of eq»(2*2o) 
as 
**> < * A^ A;. - A;,, A,,. • 

We are looking for majorizing the series to be 
developed by iterating eq*(4.l). We first rewrite the de
finition (2.15) by eq.(3.1oj 
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Hence we shall extract a number of inequalities, which, 
however, can also be checked by Pigs, 1-3. The notation to 
be used below rests on eqs.(2*7) and Table 1. Accordingly, 
we find for problems of type *»• that 4 

with <-̂  being a suitably chosen constant. In a similar 
way, one obtains for case ß that 

6? 

Г 1 

where ^ is again an adequate constant« The correspon
ding relationships are for case Г the following 

ело) *<r* 1 -SW^<l l **»* w M ' 
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Rotice the arguments V ^ of the functions ^лн. ̂ *%/ 
throughout the set of the above inequalities Hence we 
conclude that each of the functions remains 
bounded and nonzero in its 'eigeninterval' •%„, . Con
sequently, for fln. - & both the trigonometric and the 
exponential type basis functions *£nt ^f) of eq. (2.9/ 
can be majorized in 1**, by suitable constants as 

As to interval J.,, , we refer to the small-distance for
mula (3»5^ » which con also be slightly modified to read 
(*.12) 

where 

Ъ1+)я П7Т77- 'ÍÍ- 1 '*] 

Hotice that the definition (2.2o) has also been incorpo

rated in eq.(4.12). The relationships (4.1l)-(4.12) can 

be combined to the set of inequalities 

By monotonity, one extracts from eq.(4.1?) that 

We infer from the Inst two statements that 

I « W O %•(<£) К <"***• % ^ )/*•), 
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working for all possible pairs of t end > . The 
definition (4.5 ' leads then to the majorizntion of the 
partial resolvent as 

The number of intervals is ™, the finiteness of which 
permits working with an overall constant in the set /*^} 
of eq3.(4.17) throughout the "i -axis. The insertion of 
inequality (4.17) into eq. (4.4) yields 

or, identically, 

We can write by virtue of the definitions (2.2o) and (4.J) 
as well as the inequality (4,14) thct 

Iteration of the inequality (4,19) leads therefore by 
some algebra to 
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On the other hand, the centrifugal strength i s given i n the 

external region for n i l types of nervtterin*; prolii enn by 

(4.22^ J±rJUl + l). 

Bence vre see by the relevant asymptotical formula of e q s . 

(2,21) that 

(*•») AG/) -» и»*- f«, . fr^-оЬ 
f 

on account of which the integral contained in eq.(4.2l) 
is bounded in the variable *f along the entire rT~ 
axis. We conclude then from eq.(4.2l) by analysis that 
(4.24) 

At« 

This inequality is, however,equivalent to stating that the 
series о* 
(4.25) Ä M & I * * W CA), U 

Л »О 
ie absolute convergent. Remember that the set of functions 

to W has been introduced by iteration in terms of 
eqs#(4.3). Boundednesc of the argument of the exponential 
function in the formula (4.24) suggests also uniform 
convergence. The sum /*(*?) of eq»(4.2^is by analysis 
the unique solution of the integral equation (4.l) and 
provides thus the exact scattering state of QM. 
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5. Increasing: the coupling constant 

Up to this point we have been interested in pro-«n/ ducing (expansion of the scattering solution of the 
Schroedinger equation at fixed strength of the physical 
potential .The present section is devoted to studying of 
how the single terms of this expansion behave in 
strong coupling. 

As we have already pointed to the increase of 
the coupling constant does not, in fact, induce active 
IP's, i.e. such ones that would give rise to singularities 
of the VCSA potential or wave functions. 

The second step of the present argument is to (the find the strong-coupling form cTUteretion scheme (4.3)* 
From eq.(4.7) we extract the limits 

by means of which we consider the higher order contributions 
х/л)(^Л to eq.(*.25) in the interval Г« . Equations (4.3,) 
read for A m 1 

1 О 
where ea.C^.2) дав also been incorporated» If we insert 
here eq.(5.l) integration by parte furnishes the strong» 
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coupling leeding term , by substituting *i0 - 0 

Owing to eqs.(4.3) and (5.3)» one finds the strrng-coupling 
for» of H, (1Г4) by simultaneously replacing in eq.(5.2) 

Л л ) •* Ki) i ^ 5^5)J*' «,í*iJ* ( У ; ) 

to obtain 
(?.5) 
ль 

Further iteration procedure is straightforward and pro
vides eventually by analysis 

whence 

= 0(<} ), i f -»••/• 
Vt have employed here the limit (5.1) as well as the 
estimation , 
(5.e) *(*,)= <*<>, i f « - J , 

obtained from eqs.(2.21) . 60 much about the innermost 
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interval. 

The treatment beyond becomes the more complica
ted the farther we get from the origin. To avoid extensive 
calculations, we restrict the succeeding discussion to the 
type ОС of scattering problems, where there are only 
two intervals involved, i.e. where rl-Ji, • Using the 
notations (4.5) and (2.2o), the 1st approximation to 
the scattering wave function reads in interval 1 д 

л*) - к, ъ, м) + *и ^ к) • 
IVrnembcr thnt the basis V W ^ W is * n C a s e * of 
the trigonometric type. The first iteration of eq.(5»9j 
is to be done in terms of eqß.(jvj\)-{&.%) with the result 

(5.10; 

In strong coupling, eqs.(£.9b) and fo.V conbine to 

Ar 

Hence we conclude thnt, for tt -* o» t the contribution? 
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of the integrands containing squares of *£,*6/д,) i s 

the respective contribution of the products *A (rK)%t fo ) 

tines a factor of 0(й ) f f л t « ] • Retaining the do. 
minant terms we can write 

On the other hand, eqs, (5.2)-(5.3) furnish for #b » f 
that 
(5.15) д * , 1 TT ]<, . ̂  { 

A:, = £ ^ J *«« ;**К 
Furthermore, the definitions (2.9) inserted in eqs.(J5.15) 
supply 

A 4« - i r К *Ь« *A" J' 
where 

A- » ± [*„ *h, * A-7 

* ifc 

« - •* 
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Observe that 

( 5 Л 6 ) <•-«!*)> IV*-W fl'—J. 
whence 
(5.17^ 

= - к • 
One hns by the definition (̂ .б) that 

Ли °*£ 
Incorporation of eqs.(%17)-(5.1ß} into eq.(5.12) yields 

Ф.19) &)/, \ Л1, % _ 

On the other hand, eqs.(5.14) raid (5.16) inply that 

on account of which eq.(5»19' can be rewritten as 

(5.21) -5 , ,. 

- 0(f) , if*-»-7. 
since the trigonometric type basis 4*./ in 
Olt}*), Гв • * * • ] . Omission of the contribution 
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и, (t) ~ л^о 

from cq.(5»23) is olso justified. A comparison of eqs. 
(5.9^ and (5.21) lends, after putting /rff a £ to 

(5"t%) -* í jV $ , J ^ ) • 
This relationship is, for the interval Г А ; the counterpart 
of eq. (5.5) working in interval X 1 . Just os eq. (5*3^ had 
led to eq.(5.7^ зо doer» eq.(5.2?) lead to 

Equations (5*7) and C5»24) cc.n be combined to the overall 
statement that 

This result can be reworded by saying that the truncation 
error caused by cutting off the series (4.25) decreases 
by a factor of 0 (0 / once one includes in the expansion 

one additional term» 
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б. Discussion 

The proper position of the variable-centrifugal 
-strength approach among the semiclpssicsl approximations 
can be found by comparing it to the standard WKBA, i.e. to 
the linear-turning-point approximation. In doing so, our 
guide will be the set of postulates JPlJ through [psj raised 
by physics argumentation in sect. 3» We restrict the present 
comparison to scattering problems that develop one classical 
turning point and a single zero of the potential. 

As to postulate [И-], overall freedom from singu
larities is realized both in LTPA and VCSA, though by dif
ferent means. Still common is in both approaches that diffe
rent parts of the physical space are supplied by different type 
model interactions. Thus, in an LTFA that works with the 
centrifugal strength Д = A a of eq. &.3) there are 
3 intervals on the + - axis the central of which contains 
the turning point *t я Ä a and is governed by the linear 

potential <J* V'Ytf* )•(* -£*.) . In the first and third 

Intervals the WKBA potential W^M involving A ^ en

ters the Schroedinger equation. In VCSA, in turn, decompo

sition of the space is done by the unique zero of the phy

sical potential along with the unperturbed turning points 

sive ' intervals is supplied by о WKBA potential 

2. 
end A/ • Each ol fixed by the strengths A^, end X • Each of the succes-

'<*, 
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involving a strength Д ^ that is adjusted so as to 
keep the perturbed turning point l ^ off just I . The 
singularities generated by the turning points are thus made 
Mummy*. 

Fulfilment of the postulates [P2j and [F3] should 
be examined together. In particular, in LTFA - depending 
on the choice of the centrifugal strength, or 
Л(4+4) ». • either the smell- or the large- distance beha
viour is compatible with Quantum Mechanics. In VCSA, in 
turn, both the *i" •* 0 and the «f -* %• limits are simulta
neously correct. 

As regards postulate [l*»J, realization of the phy
sical strong-coupling limit in LTPA encounters the diffi
culty that upon increasing a sooner or 'later there will 
be no reasonable choice ot the notching points available. 
Harnely, near the turning point fc» the physical and the 
linenr potentials differ by a term \ Ц*,^")(1л)-(+~1*) 

while the physical and the WKBA potentials deviate by 
% * •('f-* fca) > os is easy to extract from eqs. (2.17) 

and (2*12) # The larger <ú becomes the more hopeless is 
to keep both correction terms below acceptable limits 
within and around the matching points, respectively« In 
VCSA, in turn, elimination ot the singularities has been 
achieved by means of о - independent intervals and centri
fugal strengths, which thus woVk even in the limit a «•* e*. 
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То find the *beet* 1st order approximation, 
postulated by{P5], there axe, in fact, very few free para-
maters available within the approaches considered. In 
XffPA, one disposes of the positions of the matching 
points with due regard to the correction terns given ex
plicitéi? just above. It seems to be a rather complicated 
task to account for simultaneously of the effects of both 
types of residual interactions involved. In VCSA, the free 
parameter is с , fixing the only problematic centri
fugal strength. For a large class of potentials speci
fied by eq.(?.12 ) the best choice is obviously an infi -
nitesimcl t • For the rest of the interactions, opti
mization seems to be also straightforward. 

Overall smoothness of the solutions, postulate 
fP6], is exactly fulfilled in both procedures under dis
cussion. The only remark to this point is that this pro
perty is realized in Quantum Mechanics for smooth poten
tials spontaneously while in both LTPA and VCSA it can be 
and must be prescribed. 

The final issue of this Discussion concerns 
VCCA generating an absolute convergent series expansion 
of the QM's exact scattering wave function, no counterpart 
of which is known and probably not even possible in LTPA. 
The series developed in the present paper proved to be a 

which/ 
strong-coupling expansion, (converges the faster the 
larger О is and reduces to в eingle term for a -* »• 
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The s&me licit seems to cause in LTPA serious difficulties 
in the turning point region. 

- * 

It is well known that the various Born series of 
the scattering theory ere, in foct, weak coupling expan
sions. In particular, the Fredholm type Born series is on nnd 
off .the energy shell [4] с pure power expansion involving 
nonncKctive powers of я but fails to work with cer
tainty above a critical value of the coupling constant. 
Uniqueness theorem of power series does not exclude, in 
principle, the existence of о relevant expansion that would 

X 
consist of nont>ositive powers of <3 at the expense of 
converging exclusively beyond the convergence radius of 
the Born series. Ilowever, the expansion proposed in the 
present paper is, Ft fixed values of the-coupling constant, 
not a pure power series. Nevertheless, in strong coupling 
it becomes a product of the first order VCSA wave function 
times a series of inverse-power-like terms. 
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Table 1 

Ту pl M л. и л л> 
* 1 0 > оо — 

1* ь 0 А* & 

©о г ъ ° * /OJ ©о 

Ehdpoints 4\^ of the intervals 1 ^ ж (я м.4, 4^1 
th« «f - axle is decomposed into which for the diffe
rent types of scattering problems [see eqs.(2.5)-(2.6)J 
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Table 2 

ТУР<> X? x: Л1 

et tf * 
— 

fr 
r 

Bie strengths- %m of the centrifugal terras vary from 
interval to interval [see eqs.(2.5)-(2.6) end (2.1?)J 
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Fifture Captions 

Fig.l - Type Ot of scattering problems: £* < * < A / 
И « Х J 8 e e eqs. (2.4)-(2.?)J . The parameters A ^ , £»vs 1, ZJ, 
the numerical values of which »re taken from Table 2 label 
the curves Ч^ (nO of eq.(3.1l) which cross the curve 

л Vt-fl Pt the t. rning points *^ • Observe that eech 
of the points R^ lies outside the respective intervol ^% » 
however large « A is chosen. The functions Ji^C't^) 
of eqs.(2,13) and (3.1l) ore seen to be positive, proving 
thereby the inequality (3.I0)• 

Pig.2 - Type fb of scattering problems: v < О/ С >/ 
M - i . Upon increasing Ű1 from zero to infinity the 
turning points £ 4 , Ил end ßj start' at the resp. points 

Л*1 К* and ^ to get asymptotically to /'s fc , 
alike. Observe that meanwhile none of the points Ц^ 

£<Wvs 1, L , 1J enters the respective interval X ^ 

Fig» 5 - Type 2f oi scattering problems: * <> •" <• л / 
M * 3 • While «Jx varies from (7 to *° the turning 
points %1 and ^j move exclusively in Г д but ° д 

moves in the interval 1^ • 
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